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AWARD CITATION 

Surname, name and middle name LIKHOSHVA YURY DRINIEVICH

Rank Private first class

Position and unit PRivate sapper of 43 separate sapper battalion,  
8 separate rifle brigade.

is recommended for order “RED STAR”

1. Birth year 1919

2. Nationality Ukrainian

3. In Red Army service since 1939

4. Party membership None party member

5. Participation in the civil war and later in 
defence of USSR, in Patriotic war

In the fighting against White Finns 1939-1940 and 
the fighting against the German Fascism and 
White Finns in 1941

6. Wounds and contusions None

7. Previous awards None

8. Drafted by which induction station Vil’shanksy district military commissariat.

9. Awardee’s and his family permanent 
home address

intentionally obscured 

I. Brief and specific description of the personal feat or merits

 From the first days of the Patriotic war, he fully dedicated his life to the 
cause of defending the Motherland. Comrade LIKHOSHVA participated in 
strengthening the defensive positions on the “Utinij Nos” sector, constructed anti-
tank obstacles and traps. During the short period and under enemy fire, the 
platoon and comrade LIKHOSHVA raised 14 reinforced pill boxes. In all these 
tasks, comrade LIKHOSHVA exhibited examples of courage and bravery. Working 
in cold water for about two days, he and a group of soldiers installed the spiral 
Bruno obstacles. Wet to the bones and freezing, comrade LIKHOSHVA didn’t stop 
his work for a minute, until after the mission was fulfilled. In July 1941, comrade 
LIKHOSHVA participated in a landing party for taking control of 5 enemy islands. 
Under the hail of enemy bullets, shells, and mortar rounds, he was the first to 
rush the enemy coast, where he disarmed landmines, high explosive devices, and 
cleared the obstacles. He committed an act of heroism in the operation for 
capturing the island Storholmen. The landing party fell under intensive enemy 
fire. The sapper group had to enable the advance by clearing the obstacles, but 
suffered losses and there were only a few men left.
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The sappers commander Sgt. RUDENKO was severely wounded. The delay in 
removing obstacles threatened to destroy the entire landing party. Private first 
class LIKHOSHVA assumed the command over the sappers. He was the first, in 
full view of the enemy, to start clearing the landmines. The brothers in arms, 
being inspired by his feat, followed their new commander. The combat objective 
was accomplished in time. The island was taken under control. 

Commander of       Commissar of  
42 separate sapper battalion    42 separate sapper battalion 

       Captain signature     Battalion Commissar  signature 
  /STUPIN/          /CHUDINOV/ 

Chief of Staff of 
42 separate sapper battalion 
Sr. Lieutenant  /SIRIN/ 

24 December 1941

II. Conclusion of the superiors

We concur with recommendation for a state award:

Commander of 8 separate rifle brigade 
Mj. General  signature 

/SIMONYAK/

Commissar of 8 separate rifle brigade 
Brigadier Commissar signature   

/SIMONYAK/

26 December 1941

III. Conclusion of Army Military Council
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